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The author analyses the content of the CIL 3, 12813 (= 8513
= 1919) inscription set up by L. Artorius Castus and examines
the way in which the text was composed and carved, especially
the way in which his career was presented. The text itself deviates from epigraphic standards used in sepulchral inscriptions
beginning with the dedicatory formula ‘Dis Manibus’. In such
inscriptions, after the dedicatory formula comes the name of
the deceased, usually in the Dative case. The deceased’s career and/or their personal qualities are also in the Dative case.
Commemorator’s name is usually in the Nominative case. Since
this is a monument set up by Castus himself while he was still
alive (vivus ipse sibi et su[is]), so his name is in the Nominative
case. The same case should have been used for his career, but,
instead, it is in the Dative case. The author shall examine that
irregularity, which not only does deviate from the epigraphic
standards but also ignores the rules of Latin grammar. She will
discuss the possibilities that we might be dealing either with a systematic error committed by the author of the inscription, or with
his ignorance of the Latin language or with something else.
Key words: Roman Dalmatia; L. Artorius Castus; Latin epigraphy; Sepulchral inscriptions; Epigraphic standards

Roman Dalmatia is one of those parts of the Roman world that are quite rich
in Latin inscriptions, and its capital, Salona, is the finding place of the majority
of them (some 6,000-7,000; cf. Ivanišević 2010: 3-4). Most of them are just simple epigraphic monuments, but some offer more information about the persons
mentioned in them, thus giving us greater insight into their social, economic,
military, religious etc. conditions. There are also epigraphic monuments that
are more complex and can be connected with known facts and persons from the
ancient Roman history. One such inscription, which stirred great interest almost
immediately after its discovery, is L. Artorius Castus’ inscription from Podstrana
(CIL 3, 12813 = 8513 = 1919).1
1
Podstrana is to be identified with ancient Pituntium (Peguntium), and not Epetium;
cf. Alföldy 1965: 106 or Wilkes 1969: 227 and in papers written by both Borzić and Maršić
in this monograph.
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I heard of it for the first time a couple of decades ago, when my professor,
the late Dr Julijan Medini, to whom I dedicate this paper, spoke of it in one of
his lectures in the Provincial archaeology courses he held at the university in
Zadar (then called the Faculty of Philosophy in Zadar). In addition to describing
the monument and stressing its historical significance, Prof. Medini shared with
us the idea that L. Artorius Castus might have been the historical person behind
the creation of the Arthurian myth. He cautioned us that it was just an appealing
thought that should undergo a proper scholarly scrutiny before it could be presented as a regular hypothesis.
Although I find the story appealing, too, there is something that interests me
even more, and that is the reading of the inscription itself, or, rather, the reading of
one of the two of his inscriptions found in the area. I shall present here the larger
of the two inscriptions (CIL 3, 12813) primarily from the epigrapher’s standpoint,
studying the text, its contents, but mostly the way in which the text was composed
and carved, i.e. the way in which L. Artorius Castus’ career was presented.
The inscription has not reached us in a pristine state, but broken in two larger
parts (Fig. 1). Fragments were built in the fence wall of the village cemetery in

Fig. 1. L. Artorius Castus’s inscription (CIL 3, 12813) from Podstrana
(photo courtesy of D. Maršić, 2012)
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Podstrana, not far from Split. Some parts of the inscription are still missing (in
central and lower sections), but there is no doubt that it was of a funerary character.
Up to now it was usually regarded as belonging to the front side of a sarcophagus
(cf. CIL 3, 12813 or Medini 1980: 364-366), but now, after Prof. Cambi’s analysis,
we know that fragments belonged to Castus’s mausoleum.
D

L  ARTOṚ̣Ị[.. ..]ṢTVS  דLEG

M

III  GALLICAE ITE[. . ..]G  VI FERRA
TAE ITEM  דLEG II AD[- .]TEM  דLEG V MA
C ITEM P P EIVSDEM [-] PRAEPOSITO
5

CLASSIS  MISENATIVṂ [..]AEFF  LEG VI
VICTRICIS DVCI LEGG [-]M BRITANICI
MỊẠ̣ṚVM  ADVERSVS  ARṂ[-]Ṣ PROC CENTE
NARIO  PROVINCIAE  LI[. ….] GLADI VỊ
VVS IPSE SIBI ET SVỊṢ [....]IT

Fig. 2. Text of L. Artorius Castus’ inscription (CIL 3, 12813) from Podstrana
(underlined letters are marking the ligatures)

The text should read:
D(is) M(anibus) // L(ucius) Artori[us Cas]stus, (centurioni) leg(ionis) / III
Gallicae ite[m (centurioni) le]g(ionis) VI Ferra/tae item (centurioni) leg(ionis)
II Ad[iut(rici) i]tem (centurioni) leg(ionis) V Ma/c(edonicae) item p(rimi)p(ili)
eisudem [leg(ionis)], praeposito /5 classis Misenatium, [pr]aef{f}(ecto castrorum) leg(ionis) VI / Victricis, duci legg. [-]m. Britan(n)ic{i}/{mi}arum adversus
Arm[enio?]s, proc(uratori) cente/nario provinciae Li[b.(?) iure] gladi, vi/vus ipse
sibi et suis [posu]it.
Accordingly, it should be translated in English as:
To the Spirits of the dead. Lucius Artorius Castus, to centurion of the Legion
III Gallica and to centurion of the Legion VI Ferrata and to centurion of the Legion
II Adiutrix and to centurion of the Legion V Macedonica and to primuspilus of
the same legion, to praepositus of the Misenatium imperial fleet, to prafectus (of
camp) of the Legion VI Victrix, to commander of legions(?) [-]m. from Britain
against Arm[enio?]s, to the procurator centenarius of the Province Li[b.(?)] with
the right to judge and to issue death sentences, he himself set up while alive to
himself and his familiars.
Since the inscription was first published more than a century ago (Carrara
1852: 23, nr. IX), it never received proper epigraphic analysis, although its contents
was a subject-matter of many a researcher’s interpretations, mainly with regards
to Castus’ career or the meaning of some of the posts mentioned.
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The text was carved within a moulded inscription field except for the siglae
D and M (standing for ‘Dis Manibus’) which were symmetrically carved to its
left and right respectively. The lettering is of a quite high quality (of the capitalis
quadrata type). The ordinator (i.e. the person who created the inscription’s layout)
arranged the letters with great care, using a number of ligatures (Fig. 2: LE in the
1st line of the text carved within the inscription field, LI and TE in the 2nd line, ITE,
AD and TE in the 3rd line, and perhaps MA at the end of that line, TE again in the
4th line, AE in the 5th line, TR in the 6th line, AD and NTE in the 7th line, RO in the
8th line and ET in the 9th line) and some standard siglae and abbreviations (L for
his name Lucius in the 1st line, and then, throughout the entire text, a sign similar
to number 7 which was commonly used as a sigla for the post of centurio or his
military unit, centuria, then LEG for legatus or legio, depending on the context,
P P for primuspilus – the highest rank among the centurions in a legion, etc.; cf.
Lassère 2005: 84, 1084-1084, 1090, 1099). Alignment of the text is not, however,
symmetrical (which was very common in inscriptions from the earlier imperial
period) but stretches from one margin of the inscription field to the other while
the words are often hyphenated, which are both more typical for later times (cf.
Calabi Limentani 1991: 131). Thus, such an alignment should not be considered
as a result of ordinator’s poor craftsmanship, but rather as a reflexion of stylistic
features of the period. The stone-mason (lapicida) executed the ordinator’s plan
very skilfully, which demonstrates – from the epigraphic point of view, too, and
not only from the artistic – that the monument was made in a good workshop,
probably in one of many in the near-by provincial capital Salona.
It is hard to believe that either ordinator or stone-mason (or both, indeed!)
would have committed grave syntactic and epigraphic errors as the text seems to
display. Namely, the text deviates from epigraphic standards used for sepulchral
inscription beginning with the dedicatory formula ‘Dis Manibus’. In such inscriptions, after the dedicatory formula comes the name of the deceased, usually in
the Dative case, and the deceased’s career and/or their personal qualities are in
the same case. Commemorator’s name comes at the end, usually written in the
Nominative case.
In the inscription in question, Castus’ name appears in the Nominative case
at the beginning of the text; accordingly, and also judging by the finishing phrase
vivus ipse sibi et suis, it is clear that he was both the commemorator and the
deceased-to-be to whom the monument was dedicated. Between these two parts
there is a rich military career of a man who started as a legionary centurion in
several legions (III Gallica, VI Ferrata, II Adiutrix and V Macedonica where he
became primuspilus) and then advanced into the equestrian order, commanding
in the imperial fleet stationed in Misenum in Southern Italy (Classis Misenatium),
after which he held the post that should be interpreted as a praefectus (castrorum)
legionis (the third ranking officer in legion; cf. B. Dobson 1974: 413f.) of the
Legion VI Victrix. Then he was dux (commander); it seems that he commanded
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an army consisting of soldiers (legionaries and auxiliaries) from Britain against
Armenios (cf. Seidl 1854: 142-143, nr. 9) or perhaps Armoricans (so already CIL
3, 1919, and then every other author after it). Scholars have usually identified this
campaign with expedition to Armorica in 185 AD mentioned by Herodian (10.
1-7), but recently Ž. Miletić has re-established the idea of Castus’ fighting in the
East (see his contribution in this monograph). The series of equestrian posts ends
with the most controversial one, that is, with the administrative post, a procurator
of a province the name of which has not been preserved in its entirety but with
literary just two and a half initial letters: LI and remnants of the left part of a letter B, P or R. Since the time of editors of the CIL the name has been interpreted
as Liburnia.2
Let me now return to the main topic of my contribution, which is the lack of
grammatical concordance in declension of certain nouns used in the text. As has
already been stated, Castus’ name is written in Nominative, as it should be, since
he is the person performing the action (= he is setting up the monument: vivus
ipse sibi et suis [posu]it), and as such, he is the subject in this sentence. Anything
else pertaining to him, such as his offices, should also be in the Nominative case.
Instead, titles in this rich cursus honorum (i.e. series of posts in someone’s career)
were written in the Dative case, which is evident in every post that was written in
unabbreviated form: praeposito (in 4th/5th lines: praeposito classis Misenatium),
duci (in 6th/7th lines: duci legg. [-]m. Britan(n)ic{i}{mi}arum) and centenario (in
7th/8th lines: proc(uratori) centenario provinciae Li[b(?) iure] gladi). This means
that abbreviations of other post titles should also be restituted to the Dative case, as
well. However, it has been the common practice among earlier scholars to restitute
abbreviations and siglae, with no proper justification, to the Nominative case (cf.
even EDH HD053700).3 The CIL editor noted this phenomenon already in its first
publication (CIL 3, 1919) supposing that it is simply a confusion of cases (Denique
notanda est mira confusio casuum, cum in sepulcrali re usurpetur nominativus, in
officiis enumerandis dativus. Translation: »Finally, an odd confusion of cases is to
be observed, with Nominative case used in the sepulchral part and the Dative case
in cursus honorum«). Editors of EDCS also restituted abbreviations and siglae

Ž. Miletić elaborated Castus’ career in greater depth, so I refer the reader to his contribution in this monograph for further details on these topics. He has presented arguments
in favour of the reading provincia Liburnia, but I would still like to caution not to consider
the hypothesis as a certain historical fact. We must wait for some new data (epigraphic or
other) that will shed more light on this question.
3
EDH HD053700 reads posts of his career so: (centurio) leg(ionis) / III Gallicae item
[|(centurio) le]g(ionis) VI ferra/tae item |(centurio) leg(ionis) II adi[ut(ricis) i]tem |(centurio) leg(ionis) V Ma/c(edonicae) item p(rimus) p(ilus) eiusdem [leg(ionis)] praeposito /
classis Misenatium [pr]aef{f}(ectus) leg(ionis) VI / victricis duci(!) legg(ionum) [alaru]m
Britan(n)ic{i}/{mi}arum adversus Arm[oricano]s proc(urator) cente/nario(!) provinciae
Lib[urniae iure] gladi(i) ... .
2
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in question in the Nominative case, but corrected unabbreviated posts from their
Dative case to the Nominative case.4
If there were only one or two such instances of wrong declension cases, and if
the stone-mason’s craft was inferior to the one actually observed at the monument
itself, then one could believe that these Dative cases were just errors made either
by ordinator or stone-mason. But there are three such instances and all of them
occur in high, important titles – praepositus, dux and ducenarius, although in the
entire inscription there are only two carving mistakes ([pr]aef{f}., Britan(n)ic{i}/
{mi}arum). Since, as has already been shown above, both the monument and its
inscription were made by skilful stone-masons, it is quite hard to believe that so
serious syntactic errors could have occurred out of ignorance or by accident.
Accordingly, the meaning of the text should be that L. Artorius Castus made
this monument during his lifetime for himself (and suis) for the equestrian of the
afore-mentioned career whose name has never been mentioned! Can it be so? Are
there any similar cases?
To my knowledge, this is the only such a case, not only in the Roman province of Dalmatia, but in other regions and provinces, as well. Here are just a few
examples of inscriptions from Dalmatia belonging to the same social classes and
epigraphic types (tombstones and/or honorary inscriptions of men with distinguished careers, both equestrian and senatorial), but even the superficial survey
of inscriptions from other regions of the Empire shall show the same results:
both epigraphic types strictly comply with grammatical rules with respect to the
concordance in nominal flexion between names of people and their careers: if
the names are in the Nominative case, then the cursus honorum must be in the
same case, and if the names are in the Dative case, the curus honorum must be
in the Dative, too (cf. examples cited in Cagnat 19144: 88-129, 290-294). I have
seen, read and studied many Latin inscriptions, and they all respect that rule. So,
for instance, there is an inscription from Salona that was set up in honor of L.
Praecillius Clemens Iulianus5, who, in addition of being a primuspilus and the
camp prefect of the Legion V Macedonica (in the early years of Claudius) held
in Salona civil and sacerdotal posts (cf. Wilkes 1969: 114). Since the monument
4
EDCS reads posts of his career so: |(centurio) leg(ionis) / III Gallicae item [|(centurio) le]g(ionis) VI Ferra/tae item |(centurio) leg(ionis) II Adi[utr(icis) i]tem |(centurio)
leg(ionis) V M[a]/c(edonicae) item p(rimus) p(ilus) eiusdem praeposito / classis Misenatium
[pr]aef<e=F>(ctus) leg(ionis) VI / Victricis du<x=CI> legg(ionum) [triu]m Britan(n)ic{i}/
{mi}arum adversus Arme[nio]s proc(urator) cente/nari<us=O> provinciae Li[burniae
iure] gladi(i) ... (http://oracle-vm.ku-eichstaett.de:8888/epigr/epigraphik_en, June 25th
2012).
5
CIL 3, 8753 (= 2208) = EDH HD054776: L. Praec[i]l[i]o L. f. Clementi / Iuliano /
pontif(ici) quinquennal(i) desig(nato) / flamini patrono coloniae /5 primipilari leg. V Macedonicae / praefecto castrorum / leg. eiusdem veterani qui / militaver(unt) sub P. Memmio
Re/gulo legato Augusti et mis/10si sunt Q. {E=F}u{te}tio Lusio Saturni/no M. Seio Verano
co(n)s(ulibus) curam geren/tibus Ti. Claudio Celso Ti. Aug(usti) / COMBIO M. Tauritio
Marcellino / l(ocus) d(atus) p(ublice).
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was set in his honour, his name was in the Dative case, as well as all of his career
posts, while those who had set up the monument were in the Nominative case
(veterani qui militaverunt ...).
Another example can be found in Cyrrhus in Roman Syria in an honorary
monument set up by P. Valerius Valens to Q. Marcius Turbo.6 Turbo, who was
of Dalmatian origins, distinguished himself in service of two emperors, Trajan
and Hadrian. He began his rich equestrian career as a legionary centurion (AD
103-107) in Trajan’s Dacian wars, while Hadrian was young senatorial legionary
tribune in the same legion (and when they most probably became friends); soon
he became praefectus of the Misenate fleet (in AD 114), the specially appointed
military commander who crushed revolt of Jews in Cyrene and Egypt (AD 117),
procurator of three provinces (early in Hadrian’s rule), after which he was appointed at the highest equestrian posts: prefect of Egypt and Hadrian’s praetorian
prefect (more on Turbo and his career see in Wilkes 1969: 327ff.). As expected,
his name and posts are all in the Dative case, while the name of person who set
up the inscription is in the Nominative.
The same is true for the following example of senator P. Iunianus Martia
lianus to whom two Numidian communities (respublica Cirtensium and respublica
coloniae Thamugadensium) set up honorary inscriptions (CIL 8, 7049 and CIL 8,
2392, respectively)7, or for two sepulchral inscriptions from Iader in Dalmatia,
both set up by the same woman, Trebia M. f. Procula, one to her father M. Trebius
Proculus (member of equestrian order)8 and other to her husband Q. Raecius
Rufus who had distinguished military career and received military decorations
by emperors Vespasian, Titus and Trajan,9 etc, etc. The list can go on and every
AE 1955, 225 (= EDH HD019560): [Q. Marcio] / C. f. Tro. Fron/toni Turboni /
Publicio Severo / domo Epidauro / p(rimo) p(ilo) bis praef(ecto) vehic(ulorum) trib(uno)
/ coh(ortis) VII vigil(um) trib(uno) eq(uitum) sin[g(ularium)] / Aug(usti) trib(uno) pr[ae]
t(orianorum) proc(uratori) / ludi magni praef(ecto) / class[is] pr(aetoriae) Misenensis /
P. Va[le]rius P. f. / Qui[r. Va]lens / o[b m]eritis(!)
7
CIL 8, 7049 (Cirta): P. Iuniano Martialiano, c(larissimo) v(iro), co(n)s(uli), /
quaest(ori) provinciae Asiae, trib(uno) / plebei, praetori, curatori civitatis Ca/lenorum,
curatori viarum Clodiae /5 Cassiae et Ciminiae, praefecto aerari(i) mili/taris, proconsuli
provinciae Macedoniae, / legato leg. III Aug. Seuerianae Alexandrianae / praesidi et patrono respublica Cirtensium de/creto ordinis dedit dedicavitque.
CIL 8, 2392 (Thamugadi): P. Iuniano Martialiano, c(larissimo) v(iro), co(n)s(uli),
leg. Aug. pr. pr. provinciae / Numidiae, proco(n)s(uli) provinciae Macedoniae, praef(ecto)
aerari(i) mi/litaris, curatori viae Clodiae praetoriae, tribuno plebei, / quaestori provinciae Asiae, patrono coloniae et muni/5cipi respublica coloniae Thamugadensium de/creto
decurionum.
8
CIL 3, 2931 (Iader): M. Trebio / Proculo / equom publ(icum) / hab(enti), sacer(doti)
Lib(urniae), /5 II vir(o), aedili(i) Arba, / Trebia M. fil. / Procula / patri t(estamento) p(oni)
i(ussit).
9
CIL 3, 2917 (= 9985): Q. Raecio Q. f. / Cl(audia tribu) Rufo, / p(rimi) p(ilo)
leg(ionis) XII Fulm(inatae), / trecenario, /5 donis don(ato) ab imper(atore) / Vespasian(o) et
Tito imp(eratore) / bell(o) Iud(aico), ab imp(eratore) Trai(ano) / bell(o) Dac(ico), princ(ipi)
praet(orio). / Trebia M. f. Procula /10 marito / t(estamento) p(oni) i(ussit).
6
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other inscription dedicated to some civilian and/or military dignitary (or to any
other ordinary person, as well) respects the same syntactic and at the same time
epigraphic rules.
Occasionally, ordinator or lapicida did indeed commit grammatical or
spelling mistakes, but these usually occurred in monuments of poorer execution
and in single words, but not in entire parts of sentences, as is the case in Castus’
inscription. A sarcophagus from Novalja (important harbour in Roman Dalmatia)
is a good representative of such inscriptions, showing errors both in composing
the text and carving it, so, already at the beginning of its text we read Priscus
et Cinnamia se vivus instead of sibi vivi (Fig. 3).10 Similar, smaller errors can
be observed in other inscriptions, as, for instance, when one letter was carved
instead of another (puellaf instead of puellae,11 Sfsti and vfterani instead of Sesti
and veterani,12 etc.; cf. Panciera 20062: 1810 ff.), or when stone-masons erroneously duplicated some letters (vixitm mecum instead of vixit mecum,13 Maxximille
instead of Maximillae,14 ffilio instead of filio,15 annnos instead of annos /see n.

Fig. 3. Sarcophagus from Novalja AE 2007, 1126 (Kurilić 2007: Pl. 4)

10
AE 2007, 1126 (= AE 1994, 1372) (Novalja): Priscus et Ci[n]nam/ia se vivus (!)
[a]rca(m) / posuerun[t] et locu(m) / sepultur(a)e [a]ed[i]fi/5ca[v?](e?)runt COI [si] quis
volu/eret [se?]p[ul?]tus vexa[re] dabet fisco / [f]olle[s] ducenti. Spelling mistakes can be
observed in words in the 4th and 5th lines: [a]ed[i]fica[v?](e?)runt and COI.
11
ILIug 1237 (Salona): Aur. Valentin(a)e / puella{F=e}/ infelicis/sim(a)e qua/e vixit
ann/5{n}os p(lus) m(inus) / XX Ael. Va/lentio pa/ter filiae /10 dulcissim(a)e / [p]osuit.
12
CIL 3, 2050 (Salona): S{F=e}sti nepot/is v{F=e}terani ex s(ignifero?) / Aurelia
Calli/ste marito p(i)/5{E=i}ssimo sibi.
13
ILIug 2784 (Siculi near Salona): D. M. / Papirius Quin/tio Dionisi(a)e co(n)/iugi
quae vixit{m} /5 mecum annis / XXVI et sibi po/suit.
14
ILIug 2757(Salona): Herenius Capitolinus / Aemiliae Max{x}imill(a)e / coniugi
inco{N=m}/parabili.
15
ILIug 2011 (Salona): [D.] M. / A[3] / Veneria / {f}filio pienti/ssimo Suacr/5io qu[i]
vi{c}xi/t annos vig/inti i[n]felici/ssimo [p]osuit.
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11/, aeius instead of eius /see n. 19/, etc.; cf. Lassère 2005: 62) or omitted them
(posit instead of posuit,16 Aiutor instead of Adiutor,17 etc.; cf. Lassère 2005: 62);
also, some words were carved containing superfluous letters, probably as a result
of uncertainties in spelling them (vicxit instead of vixit,18 vcxor instead of uxor /
see CIL 3, 2639 in note 18/, etc.), while others show grammatical errors (leg. I
Italici instead of leg. I Italicae,19 etc.).
Sometimes, deviations from the standards present in classical form of Latin
language do not testify to errors but to changes in linguistic practise: classical
Latin simultaneously existed in two forms: the standard one, used in literature
and formal occasions, and usually among educated people, and the conversational
one – the so-called vulgar Latin, spoken in every-day dialogues, mostly by common people (vulgus). Some of its most prominent features were vocalic (such as
the shift in importance from distinctions of vowel length to distinctions of vowel
quality, betacism, i.e. transformation of /v/ to /b/ and vice versa, and many others), while others were grammatical (especially the reduction of declension cases
with tendencies to use a single case) (cf. Tekavčić 1970; Herman 2000: esp. 30
ff., 45 ff.).
Inscriptions from Dalmatia demonstrated such changes from quite an early
date, possibly already from the second or even first century AD (Tekavčić 1970:
123 ff.). However, even in such a practise we find single occurrences of a single
word or a few words in the entire, otherwise quite regularly written text (see numerous examples in Skok 1915: 91 ff.), but I am not aware of any texts in which
different declension cases were used with any other purpose than to convey their
fundamental functions: subject of an action (Nominative case) or indirect object of
a verb or the object of certain preposition (Dative case).20
Thus, none of the above mentioned explanations of errors occurring in epigraphic texts can be applied to the problem with declensions present in Castus’
inscription; in other words, his text cannot be explained either with changes in
linguistic practice or with the stone-mason’s or ordinator’s errors. This leaves us
with almost no other options left; the only other possibility that comes to mind
seems at first glance as implausible as the previous two. However, if it were true,
then syntax would be correct and only errors present in the inscription would be
the ordinator’s and/or the stone-mason’s (= the two above mentioned: [pr]aef{f}.,
16
ILIug 2221 (Salona): Felicio / Camili Ar/runti Scrib(oniani) / ser(vus) a(nnorum)
XL h(ic) s(itus) e(st) /5 Gutilla cons(ervo) / bene merenti / pos(u)it.
17
CIL 3, 2161 (Salona): D. M. / Q. Aeronius / A<d>iutor / et Aeronia /5 Delicia Q.
l. / fecerunt / se vivi posteris/que suis h. m. h. n.
18
See n. 15. Also, CIL 3, 2639 (+ p. 1032) (Salona): —]LNIISMO / qui vi{c}x/it
mecum / an(nos) XXVIII /5 posuit u{c}/xor ma{P=r}ito / suo.
19
CIL 3, 2008 (Salona): Aur. Martialis / mil(es) leg(ionis) I Italic{I=ae} / st. XXVII
et Ael. / coniux {a}eius et /5 Martiali filio / eorum uno fato / decepti Disdozi / frat(er) et
(h)eres / eorum posuit.
20
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/dative, June 17th 2012.
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Britan(n)ic{i}/{mi}arum). Accordingly, all the words in this inscription that are
carved in the Nominative case correspond to the »subject of an action«, while all
the Datives (included abbreviations and siglae of cursus honorum) should correspond to »indirect object of a verb«. Judging by analogies with other similar
Latin texts, as has been previously seen, these two should have been two different
persons, one who set up the monument, i.e. the commemorator (L. Artorius Castus), and the other, to whom the monument was erected (an anonymous, nameless
person with a rich career).
It was not a common practice in Latin inscriptions to leave persons unnamed,
but it was not a rare phenomenon, either. It occurs more frequently among those
who erected monuments than among those to whom the monuments were set up.
Usually, they were left completely unmentioned (for instance, commemorators in
many military epitaphs)21 or were mentioned only with respect to their connection
with the person to whom the monument was erected (i.e., as their frater, heres,
libertus, parentes, soror, etc.).22 Occasionally the latter were also left nameless,
so we learn, for instance, of an unnamed mater m(isera) who set up an epitaph to
her equally nameless husband (viro), herself and her named son (CIL 3, 15004),
of unnamed children (In memoriam liberorum suorum, ILIug 2907), etc., just to
bring some Dalmatian examples.
So, not naming a person on purpose did occur in Latin inscriptions, although
not very frequently, especially when those to whom the monuments were dedicated
were in question. Yet, I am not aware of any inscriptions which would bring so rich
a cursus honorum and would omit to name its holder (and to state his relationship
with those who set up the monument). It is only natural to assume that such an accomplished dignitary should have been named together with his offices, unless....
Unless he was mentioned in another (perhaps similar)23 inscription placed immediately near the first one, which must have had his full name and perhaps some
of his offices. Judging by the phrase sibi et suis in Castus’ inscription, he might
have been one of his close relatives – his father comes to mind first, although he
could have been his brother or other kin.24

21
Cf. for instance, some examples from Roman Dalmatia: CIL 3, 2024, 2031, 2048,
8492, 9939, 14995; ILIug 835, 843, 1916, 1920-1921; etc. Cf. also Shaw 1984: 463; Saller
& Shaw 1984: 133, Tab. 12.
22
Cf. for instance, some examples from Roman Dalmatia: filius: CIL 3, 2005; filii:
CIL 3, 2878; parentes: CIL 3, 3063 (+ p. 1643), 3184, 14321.26; patronus: CIL 3, 9915 (+
13
p. 2328. ); soror: ILIug 861; uxor: CIL 3, 2002; etc.
23
In Salona two identical text were found, but one of inferior quality than the other
(CIL 3, 6394); it is more frequent to find two or more inscriptions set up to to the same
person but by different commerators or dedicators; cf. for instance, two inscriptions from
necropolis in Porto, Isola sacra (Baldassarre et alii 1996: 61, Tomb 90).
24
I would like to extend my gratitude to Prof. C. Gidlow who first thought of that we
may be dealing here with a father and son relationship, and to Dr L. Malcor for transmitting
to me his thoughts.
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It is very significant that there is indeed another, much shorter, inscription
carved on a sarcophagus (see Cambi’s contribution in this monograph), set up by
L. Artorius Castus (CIL 3, 14224 = 12791: L. Artorius / Castus p(rimus) p(ilus)
/ leg(ionis) V Ma[c(edonicae)] pr/aefec[t]us leg(ionis) /5 VI Victric(is)), which
might speak in favour of this hypothesis. Cursus honorum consists of only two
posts which are the same as in the larger of Castus’ inscription, so it would seem
that both texts mentioned the same person who was (among other posts) primuspilus of the legion V Macedonica and prefect of the legion VI Victrix. Here, both
his name and cursus are in Nominative, so it is clear that L. Artorius Castus according to this monument was the holder of these posts.
It was quite a common practice in Roman onomastic tradition for father and
(the oldest) son to have the same tria nomina (Cagnat 19144: 67 f.; Kajanto 1952:
108 f.), which can easily lead us to conclusion that the son, L. Artorius Castus
(of whose career we know nothing) set up the bigger inscription with his father’s
career in the Artorii mausoleum in Podstrana where his homonymous father was
buried in a sarcophagus carrying a much shorter inscription with his name and
two of his military posts. Why the presumed Castus senior chose to mention on
his sarcophagus precisely these two posts remains a mystery for now, but surely
they must have been important for him for one reason or another, and, in any case,
the entire path of his career has been written on a plaque posted (probably in the
most prominent post in the mausoleum) by presumed Castus junior.
Thus, completely eliminating syntactic problems and fitting perfectly to Roman onomastic practise, this hypothesis, being the simplest solution to the problem, might just be the correct one. Until further investigation and new data would
bring more light on contents, style and language of Castus’ larger inscription from
Podstrana, the enigma of its syntax will remain unsolved. Hopefully, ideas shared
in these pages will advance its study and bring us closer to a solution.
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NEKI PROBLEMI KOJI SE TIČU ČITANJA NATPISA CIL 3, 12813
Sažetak
Autorica analizira sadržaj natpisa CIL 3, 12813 (= 8513 = 1919) koji je
postavio Lucius Artorius Castus te ispituje način na koji je tekst sastavljen i
uklesan, a pogotovo način na koji je predstavljena njegova karijera. Sam tekst
odstupa od epigrafskih standarda koji se koriste na nadgrobnim natpisima, a koji
počinju posvetnom formulom Dis Manibus. Na takvim natpisima poslije posvetne
formule slijedi ime pokojnika i to obično u dativu. Pokojnikova karijera i / ili
njegove osobne kvalitete, također su u dativu. Ime onog koji podiže spomenik
(komemoratora) je u nominativu. Budući da je ovaj spomenik za života podigao
sam Castus (vivus ipse sibi et su[is]), njegovo je ime u nominativu. Isti padež,
nominativ, trebao bi se koristiti i za njegovu karijeru, ali umjesto u nominativu,
karijera je u dativu. Autorica će istražiti tu nepravilnost koja ne samo da odstupa
od epigrafskih standarda, već i zanemaruje pravila latinske gramatike. Raspravljat
će o mogućnostima da se možda radi o sustavnoj pogrešci koju je počinio autor
natpisa, o autorovom nepoznavanju latinskog jezika, ili pak o nečem trećem.
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